The frequency response of dynamic friction: Enhanced rate-and-state models.
Introduction
The fields of vibration engineering and earthquake mechanics both provide problems in dynamics in which interfacial friction plays a key role. To make progress with modelling the phenomena in either field requires an understanding of dynamic friction, and in particular requires a reliable constitutive law. A number of such "laws" have been proposed, based on a range of experimental approaches to characterising the friction force (or stress) at an interface exhibiting sliding or stick-slip motion (for general reviews, see for example Woodhouse et al., 2015; Sheng, 2008; Baumberger and Caroli, 2006; Marone, 1998) . However, there is no consensus in the literature, especially when it comes to problems involving relatively high frequency vibration: vehicle brake squeal, for example, which is a friction-driven vibration typically occurring in the kilohertz range. Recently a novel measurement method for dynamic friction was described , which extends into this kilohertz range. When the results were compared with existing models from the literature, none were found to agree .
The new measurement method was motivated by the needs of applications like brake squeal, in which a key question is to determine when the state of steady sliding between brake liner and brake disc is stable, and when it is unstable to some kind of oscillatory disturbance. Such an instability is one route by which undesirable brake noise can arise. It is not the only possible route, but it is the one most extensively studied in the past because it can be approached via linearised analysis. In a Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/jmps similar way, a route to study earthquake processes is also based on mapping out the frictional stability regime, since it has been widely recognised that stick-slip frictional instability, rather than fracture, plays a primary role in triggering earthquakes (Brace and Byerlee, 1966; Marone, 1998; Scholz, 1998; Bizzarri, 2014) .
For any linearised stability analysis applied to mechanical systems under steady sliding conditions, it is easy to see what form the constitutive information about the frictional interface must take. In the early stage of a growing instability, the steady sliding speed is perturbed by a small oscillatory disturbance. If that disturbance is sinusoidal, and if linear theory is applicable, then the evoked variation in friction force must also be sinusoidal at the same frequency, with some amplitude and phase relative to the speed perturbation. If the sliding speed and tangential force are modulated around their steadystate values v 0 and F 0 according to
it must be possible to write
where β ω ( ) is in general a complex number, which may vary with frequency: it is a kind of linearised frequency response function. Of course, β may also depend on other variables such as the sliding speed v 0 and the normal load N 0 , as will be explored later in this study. The negative sign in Eq. (1) is chosen for consistency with earlier work . It is sometimes assumed that the friction force depends only on the instantaneous sliding speed, as in the "Stribeck model" (see for example Sheng, 2008) . In that case β would be simply the slope of the force-velocity curve at the operating point v 0 : it will be a real number, independent of frequency, for given values of v 0 and N 0 . However, if the frictional force perturbation is influenced by other state variables then β is likely to be complex, with an amplitude and phase that may vary with frequency in a non-trivial and informative way, as has been shown in the preliminary measurements described by Wang and Woodhouse (2011) . The impedance-like function β ω ( ) encapsulates information about friction needed by any linearised analysis to detect instability initiation of the steady sliding state.
It may not be the whole story, though. In Butlin and Woodhouse (2013) a first glimpse has been provided of how the prediction of friction-induced vibration might be improved by including similar frequency-response information relating to normal force and velocity fluctuations. A general linearised contact model would then involve a 2 Â 2 matrix of which β ω ( ) is one entry. However, in the present work attention is restricted to β ω ( ) alone. The recent published measurements of β ω ( ) by Wang and Woodhouse (2011) clearly revealed a complex, frequencyvarying result: some further examples will be shown in Section 2, and the test apparatus will be described. The results showed puzzling features, and before getting into detail it is useful to summarise some general issues. The most striking of these concerns the role played by the normal load. Most published frictional models assume the Amontons-Coulomb "law" that for a dry sliding contact the friction force F 0 is proportional to the normal load N 0 so that μ = F N 0 0 , in terms of the familiar idea of a coefficient of friction μ. In the new measurements it was found that the dynamic component of friction, captured in the frequency response function described above, showed a non-trivial dependence on N 0 . Rather than a simple proportional relationship, the measured β ω ( ) showed different patterns of variation with frequency for different values of N 0 . However, simultaneously with the dynamic measurements the mean value F 0 was also measured, and this was found to follow the Amontons-Coulomb proportionality relation.
The second striking qualitative feature observed in the earlier measurements concerned repeatability. A series of tests was run, in which the imposed mean sliding speed was varied. Starting from a relatively slow speed, successive runs used progressively higher speeds up to a maximum value, then the sequence was followed in reverse so that the final run used the same slow speed as the first. The entire sequence of tests took several hours. It was found that the frequency response function capturing the dynamic friction force was accurately reproduced between the first and last runs, at the same slow speed. However, the mean friction force, or equivalently the steady sliding coefficient of friction μ ss , was quite different at the end. For one particular sequence of runs the friction force was shown by Wang and Woodhouse (2011) to increase monotonically, with the final value exceeded the initial value by more than a factor of 2. A possible explanation is that the mean friction force is sensitive to temperature, and of course the temperature of the apparatus will have gone up during the hours of testing with continual sliding. But then it is striking and unexpected to find that the dynamic component of friction, represented in β ω ( ), seems to be quite insensitive to this temperature rise.
In a real application such as the design of vehicle brakes, manufacturers may devote a lot of effort to measurements of μ ss , to see how it varies with sliding speed, environmental conditions, wear state of the brake lining material and so on. They may describe such a measurement programme as a "full tribological characterisation". However, important as μ ss may be in determining how well the brake will stop a moving vehicle, the results just mentioned suggest very strongly that if these brake manufacturers also want to predict and control the occurrence of squeal they will need to augment their testing programme with dynamic measurements along the general lines of those to be described here, since the dynamic behaviour is qualitatively different and is unlikely to be captured usefully by steady-sliding measurements alone. The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides information about the experimental rig with which the frictional frequency response β ω ( ) is measured. The testing procedure is described in sufficient detail to give confidence in the measurements and their reproducibility, and also to provide enough information to allow independent checking by other researchers. In Section 3, theoretical material relating to friction modelling is presented. In particular, a range of alternative enhanced rate-and-state models is introduced, with special emphasis on the rôle and importance of the contact stiffness. Section 4 presents detailed measurements of the frictional frequency response for various sliding speeds and normal forces, and uses them for testing and discriminating these friction models. A systematic optimisation methodology is used to identify the parameter values of the various candidate models. Finally, Section 5 gives discussion and summarises the main conclusions, along with possible future research directions.
Experimental work

Description of the measurement rig
The test rig, based on a pin-on-disc configuration and extensively described in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) , is shown in Fig. 1 . Its key components are shown schematically in Fig. 2 . The disc is arranged in a horizontal plane, carried by a directdrive rotary stage. Brought into contact with this disc is a hemispherical pin sample of the material to be tested, attached to a dynamometer unit. The pin sample is glued to the bottom part of a small inner block that is inserted into a larger outer block, held by the dynamometer unit through three thin members. The dynamometer is in turn supported by an aluminium arm through two flexures to allow small movement in the direction parallel to sliding. To accommodate any small vertical movements from non-flatness of the disc and to control the normal force, a spring system connected on a gantry is screwed on the top of the supporting arm.
As already described in the introduction, the target measurement is a linearised frequency response function, so a piezoelectric actuator is used to provide a small and controllable dynamic perturbation ′ v on the steady sliding speed v 0 induced by the rotating disc. In order to excite and measure over a broad frequency band, the imposed fluctuation consists of band-limited random noise, whose maximum amplitude needs always to be much smaller than the actual rotation speed of the disc so that the assumption of linearised theory remains valid. As described earlier , the validity of the linearisation assumption can be directly checked by performing a series of runs at different excitation amplitudes. For all measurements to be presented here, β ω ( ) showed excellent agreement in amplitude and phase within the excited frequency range across a wide range of excitation amplitudes, and also exhibited high values of the coherence function calculated as part of the measurement process. During a test run, forces and velocities in the tangential (frictional) and normal direction are measured, F and N in Fig. 2 . In order to do this, the dynamometer unit is provided with a package of sensors (see Fig. 2 for accompanying diagram):
(a) Strain gauges are mounted on two of the thin members that connect the outer block to the dynamometer, which allow the DC and AC components of the normal and tangential forces to be measured. (b) Piezoelectric force transducers are installed on the top and on the side of the inner block, since the AC components provided by the strain gauges exhibit poor noise performance. The inner block is held by two screws, which provide preload to these two piezoelectric force gauges. The top of the inner block is dynamically isolated by a small piece of synthetic rubber sheet so that the dynamic friction force is transferred effectively to the sensing element without complications from friction at the base of the block, given that the applied normal load has to be carried through this block. In the tangential direction the inner block, piezoelectric element and outer block are all in direct contact, so that no relative motion is possible in the frequency range relevant to the measurement. (c) A 3-axis MEMS sensor (Willow KXTC-2050) is glued to the side of the inner block, to monitor the motion of the pin (yellow area in Fig. 2 ).
Standard signal processing methods (see for example McConnel and Varoto, 2008) are then used to construct the required frequency response function: the averaged transfer function computed using the dynamic sliding velocity as input and the measured force fluctuation as output (see Section 2.2.1). Concurrently, during the dynamic testing procedure, the mean DC values of the forces measured by the strain gauges are also calculated over the entire duration of each run.
Before performing any measurements the installed sensors needed to be subjected to several stages of calibration. Some of these have already been described in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) , but all are briefly mentioned below for completeness:
1. Synchronisation of data acquisition. The DAQ device used (NI DAQ 6023E) is based on a multiplexed architecture, so there is an inter-channel time delay made up of a settling time (De Silva, 2007) plus the time needed by the A/D converter to perform a conversion. In order to identify and compensate the time delay, several otherwise identical measurements were performed after interchanging the order of channels. For each test, transfer functions were estimated using the signal measured by the first channel as input and the quantities measured by the other channels as outputs. The required time delays can be identified by estimating the phase deviation between similar transfer functions obtained with a different channel layout. Once the time delay had been identified ( μ ) 5 s , it could be compensated in subsequent measurement runs. 2. Static calibration and decoupling of the strain gauges and the piezoelectric force transducers. Because of the geometrical details of the dynamometer and the location of the strain gauges and the piezoelectric force sensors, the normal and tangential force measurements are not entirely uncoupled. For example, a tangential force will evoke a significant response in the strain gauge aligned along the vertical direction, and conversely a normal force causes a small response in the tangential gauge. These coupling terms need to be identified, to allow the decoupling of the orthogonal force components by using a linear transformation based on a 2 Â 2 matrix of influence coefficients. The strain gauges were calibrated using the procedure described in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) , while the calibration of the piezoelectric force transducers was performed by gently pulling loops of thin copper wire (connected to the bottom of the inner block) in the horizontal and vertical directions until they broke. By knowing the ultimate load of the wire and by reading the sign and voltage of each force jump due to the wire rupture, it is straightforward to estimate the 2 Â 2 influence matrix of the piezoelectric sensors. 3. Calibration and compensation of the MEMS device. The circuit of the triaxial MEMS sensor includes first-order passive low-pass filters with a cut-off frequency of 50 Hz, which act approximately as an integrator in the time domain. Hence above 50 Hz, the MEMS device (whose actual measurement is acceleration) starts to provide an approximation to velocity as output data. However, the precise characteristics of the device and its filters need to be taken into account. Furthermore, MEMS devices exhibit a certain amount of cross-sensitivity between the axes due to manufacturing errors, so that the resulting FRFs can be significantly contaminated by coupling terms due to the non-orthogonality between axes (McConnel and Varoto, 2008) . The response was checked by employing a laser-Doppler vibrometer, and estimating the transfer function using as input the velocity obtained by the laser vibrometer and as output the signal provided by the MEMS device in the same direction. Amplitude and phase corrections were found to be necessary to optimise the accuracy of the velocity measurement. In addition, in order to decouple the measurements along the two orthogonal axes a simple test rig was built, in which a symmetrical cantilever beam was used to provide vibration in a well-controlled direction. The MEMS device was attached to the end of the beam, in a manner that allowed it to be rotated. A miniature impulse hammer was then used to excite the cantilever, and measure the transfer functions along the two relevant axes of the MEMS device. In order to identify the cross-sensitivity between the two directions, the test was repeated after rotating the sensor by small angles. The goal was to determine the angle that provides a "null measurement" for each measurement axis, from which it is straightforward to construct a 2 Â 2 rotation/decoupling matrix in order to compensate the effects induced by manufacturing errors. 4. Mass compensation of the inertial forces induced by the outer and inner block masses. The procedure is based on measuring force sensor outputs with the pin not in contact with the disc, as described in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) . Since a new, although rather similar, dynamometer is used here, slightly different masses were found.
The final step necessary before dynamic measurements could safely be carried out was to take account of the first mode of the dynamometer unit involving significant motion along the sliding direction. Vibration measurements were carried out using a miniature impulse hammer to excite the front face of the dynamometer unit at nine different points. By using the dynamic response of the block along the tangential direction, the respective averaged transfer functions were estimated ( Fig. 3 ). This admittance (mobility) plot shows that the first significant mode in the tangential direction appears at 2141 Hz, with a Q factor of 43. The modal amplitudes revealed a mode shape which is approximately a rigid body motion of the dynamometer block moving on its flexures in the tangential direction, against the stiffness of the piezo actuator.
By fitting the modal parameters of a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator to this resonance at 2.14 kHz, the excitation noise signal could be shaped using the inverse of the theoretical frequency response of this oscillator. This shaped noise is used, via a digital-to-analogue converter, to drive the amplifier that powers the piezo actuator. In this way an approximately flat spectrum of the induced velocity perturbation is produced, avoiding any dangerous resonant oscillation that might damage the rig. In principle this allows measurements to be made up to and beyond the first resonance frequency: repeatable results have been obtained up to 4 kHz. However, results at higher frequencies are rendered unclear by other rig resonances, and for the purposes of this paper results will only be shown up to 2 kHz.
Experimental measurements
Dynamic friction test procedure
The aim of the measurements to be described here was to check the results reported in the previous work using two different kinds of polymer-nylon and polycarbonate-and then to collect a more complete and organised set of data on these materials to allow systematic discrimination between different candidate theoretical models to be described in Section 3. In all cases the disc material is glass: a new glass disc was mounted on the rig for the purpose of these tests.
Before starting the description of the test procedure, it is worth underlining that the measurements done so far, and presented in the current paper, are mainly proofs of concept of the experimental technique and the subsequent modelfitting process. There is probably little direct technological interest in the friction of nylon or polycarbonate against glass, but the methodology presented here could be extended to the characterisation of any frictional interface. The information gained could then be used for a linearised stability analysis for friction-induced vibration with some hope of success, since the correct material information would be, for the first time, included in the modelling.
The initial step of the testing procedure is to make sure that the glass surface of the disc is clean and dry, and to balance the strain gauge bridges to ensure correct DC measurements. As already mentioned, the dynamic friction measurement relies on an averaged transfer function, estimated in the cases to be presented from 120 samples each of length 1 s. Six channels of data were collected, using a sampling frequency of 20 kHz: the velocity signals, and the forces from the piezo transducers and strain gauges; each physical parameter is measured along the tangential and normal direction. Hence, 5 averaged transfer functions, and 5 corresponding coherence functions, were estimated using the velocity along the frictional direction as input signal. The mean values of the friction force F 0 and normal force N 0 , the ratio of which provides the steady-state coefficient of friction μ ss for each test run, are also calculated.
For each material combination, several sequences of runs were performed using different velocities and normal forces. A typical sequence of tests consisted of fixing a desired value of normal load, and progressively changing the sliding speeds starting at 1 mm/s and going in steps up to 40 mm/s, and then back down again to 1 mm/s. Before starting a sequence of tests, the disc was run at 20 mm/s for about 30 min, which seemed to give a good compromise between adequate runningin of the contact conditions and avoiding lengthy measurements that might raise concerns about the wear of the pin sample. Once a measurement sequence started, any drift in the balance of the strain gauge bridges was monitored after every three runs of testing by recording 10 s of signal from the strain gauges with the pin lifted temporarily out of contact with the disc. An entire sequence involves about two hours of sliding contact. It is worth anticipating the reassuring conclusion that the results obtained from these new tests are in good agreement in terms of phase and amplitude variation with those obtained a few years ago using a slightly different dynamometer head, with different sensors and different pin geometry .
Sample results: nylon on glass
For the material combination of nylon pin against glass disc, a full data matrix of dynamic responses was collected using a range of sliding speeds and normal forces. The sliding speeds were accurately controlled, but the normal force was determined in each case by hand adjustment of the spring system so that precise pre-determined values were hard to achieve. The test values were roughly 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 N, but the exact value was always determined as part of the measurement process.
In the light of results obtained in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) , it is worth discussing first the estimated steady-state coefficient of friction as a function of sliding speed and normal force. This kind of measurement is very commonly performed in connection with industrial applications, and commercial testing machines are made for that purpose. Whether or not the variation with steady sliding speed is sufficient to predict dynamic variation of the friction force (as is claimed by the "Stribeck law", for example), unambiguous measurement of μ ss itself can be very problematic under certain conditions. For example in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) , some results were shown from a series of runs with progressively increasing and then decreasing sliding speed: these results clearly showed a rising friction force throughout the testing period, leading to unrepeatable results for the same sliding speed. The coefficient of friction rose by more than a factor of 2, from 0.2 up to 0.45. In order to shed some light on this behaviour, the old glass disc was removed and a small section was cut out of it. The piece of glass was then examined in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). A representative micrograph ( Fig. 4 ) clearly highlights the presence of a polymeric transfer film on the glass surface: a scratch on the surface while cutting the glass appears to have lifted the film in places. Such a transfer film inevitably affects the tribological behaviour of the material combination. For example, transfer layer formation might easily lead to self-mated sliding (Blau, 2009 ) that produces a subsequent rise in the coefficient of friction due to the thermal effects caused by higher sliding speeds.
As already mentioned, for the measurements to be reported here a new glass disc was mounted on the rig, and a data matrix of dynamic responses was collected. Fig. 5a shows the measured μ ss against sliding speed for different normal forces (with speed increasing and then decreasing through the same set of values for each force), and conversely the friction force against the normal force plotted for different values of sliding speed ( Fig. 5b ). If compared with the results shown in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) , the following observations can be made:
1. The friction coefficients, μ ss , exhibit lower values and a more limited variation, ranging between 0.06 and 0.16. 2. Contrary to what was shown in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) no increase of μ ss was observed for the runs performed by decreasing the disc speed from 40 mm/s to 1 mm/s. 3. The figure on the left suggests a logarithmic variation of μ ss as a function of velocity. 4. The figure on the right highlights that Coulomb's law seems to be satisfied fairly well, despite slight scatter of the μ ss values. One possible reason for this scatter is that the five run sequences were performed over five days (one per day). The precise test conditions may have varied slightly from one day to the next, for example because of humidity variations.
The first two comments are connected: the lower friction coefficients may well be caused by the absence of an effective polymeric transfer film on the new glass disc, which in turn reduced thermal effects that might trigger an increase of μ ss , persisting even at lower disc speeds. This highlights the strong sensitivity of the μ ss measurement to the testing conditions of the tribosystem, reinforcing the suggestion that the use of the steady-state friction curve for friction-induced vibration analysis is likely to be unreliable for the materials tested here. As already remarked, it was shown in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) and will be confirmed in the current work that for the material combinations tested, the dynamic quantity β ω ( ) seems to be much more consistent than μ ss . This should be good news for linear stability analysis: the correct quantity to use in any such analysis is in some ways easier to measure than the traditional but incorrect quantity.
The response data for the nylon-glass combination was next used to estimate the frictional frequency response function for the matrix of different velocities and normal forces. Some examples of the resulting β ω ( ) are shown in Fig. 6 for a selection of speeds with a fixed normal force, and in Fig. 7 for a set of normal forces with a fixed sliding speed. It was reassuring to find that all these β ω ( ) measurements exhibited a coherence function close to unity over the tested frequency range. In Fig ( ), such as the variation with frequency and sliding speed, confirm results shown earlier in Wang and Woodhouse (2011) . Some narrow peaks are visible in the results: these are attributable to artefacts of the rig. These peaks, which have the character of antiresonances since β ω ( ) is an impedance-like quantity, are emphasised at higher sliding speeds when the magnitude of the results reduces.
The Nyquist plot in Fig. 6 highlights a further suggestive feature that was already mentioned in Woodhouse and Wang (2011) : the frequency band under analysis is characterised by a roughly circular shape in the complex plane, which becomes clearer and less noisy as the sliding speed decreases. As the sliding speed increases the circular segments rotate in a counterclockwise direction. The low frequency end of the circles ends up in the lower half-plane with a negative imaginary part, a fact previously shown to be relevant when comparing with the predictions of certain theoretical models.
A further demonstration of repeatability of the β ω ( ) measurement can be seen in Fig. 7 . In this case, by picking a sliding speed and choosing tests performed at different normal forces it is possible to observe how the measured dynamic frictional curve changes by varying the normal force. The set of normal forces is covered twice, because of the increasing/decreasing sliding speed runs. The results shown here for normal forces of 7.6 N and 8.2 N are very similar to each other. In contrast to the variation with sliding speed shown in Fig. 6 , here an increase of normal force is seen to cause an increase of the magnitude of β ω ( ). Further discussion of the results shown in these figures is deferred until Section 4: once some candidate theoretical models have been introduced, the full range of β ω ( ) measurements from the data matrix will be used to discriminate between models, to estimate parameter values for them, and finally to judge whether any of the proposed models give a sufficiently close fit to the observed behaviour.
Sample results: polycarbonate on glass
To check that the behaviour seen in the measurements is not somehow special to the particular combination of nylon against glass, it is useful to show some results obtained with a different material combination. A pin sample of polycarbonate was fitted to the test rig, keeping the same glass disc and choosing a different sliding path to avoid any preexisting transfer film of nylon. The intention was to perform a matrix of tests using the same set of sliding speeds and normal forces described before. However, by the time runs had been performed with the full range of sliding speeds for normal forces around 10 and 20 N, the polycarbonate pin started to release visible wear debris and the contact surface of the pin became larger. This evolution of the contact conditions caused significant changes in the dynamic response of the frictional interface, and led to self-excited squeal in the test rig. Because of that, no further meaningful tests were possible using the same pin and path on the disc. Fortunately, the limited range of data collected was already enough to show some important features in common with the nylon results. Fig. 8 shows that the evolution of the contact conditions strongly affected the value of the steady-state friction coefficient, probably because of build-up of a transfer film. The first test series, performed at 10 N, shows a relatively small variation of μ ss in the range 0.1-0.15, following more or less the same track as the sliding speed increased and then decreased although not returning to the initial low value at the lowest speed. The second test series at 20 N shows very different behaviour. Even at the lowest speed, the coefficient of friction was significantly higher than with the smaller normal load. As speed increased the coefficient of friction rose gradually, but it then jumped upwards between the two runs at the highest speed, and continued to rise as the speed was decreased: behaviour reminiscent of that reported before . It seems likely that there was an interaction between temperature, transfer film generation, and friction: higher friction causes additional heating, which softens the polymer leading to more wear and material transfer, leading in turn perhaps to greater real area of contact and even higher friction. Once the coefficient of friction reached 1 with the last few slow-speed runs, the whole dynamometer block started exhibiting self-excited vibration. This violates the assumptions behind the linearised frequency response measurement, so it is no surprise that the corresponding dynamic measurements of β ω ( ) gave very odd-looking results (not reproduced here) under these conditions. Fortunately, at the lower normal force of 10 N the measurements of β ω ( ) gave clear results: Fig. 9 provides some examples. The general trends in both amplitude and phase look qualitatively very similar to those for nylon seen in Fig. 6 . The frictional frequency response shows remarkable consistency between the first and last runs of the test sequence, as was seen with the nylon results, despite a slight increase of μ ss between the two runs. The tentative conclusion is that the buildup of a transfer film has a more pronounced effect on μ ss than on β ω ( ). For both nylon and polycarbonate the results support the suggestion by Wang and Woodhouse (2011) that the novel measurement method is able to provide a "fingerprint" of the sliding interface between the tested materials. However, the physical mechanisms behind the observed behaviour of β ω ( ) still need to be unraveled, and a satisfactory theoretical model formulated. This is the task of the remainder of this paper.
Friction models
Overview
As mentioned in the introduction, none of the constitutive models of friction explored in Woodhouse and Wang (2011) were found to be compatible with the dynamic friction measurements. Stribeck-type models based on a velocity dependent steady-state friction curve alone were a priori excluded, since they cannot give a complex or frequency-varying value of β ω ( ). The original comparison of Woodhouse and Wang (2011) was focused on the simplest of the rate-and-state models and a rate-temperature model. Both models can predict a circular shape for the Nyquist plots, but they are confined to the lower or upper half of the complex plane, whereas results such as those shown in Figs. 6 and 7 show progressive rotation of the circular segments by changing either the sliding speed v 0 or the normal force N, eventually crossing the real axis into the other half-plane. More strikingly, none of the models investigated in Woodhouse and Wang (2011) gave any useful clue to a possible mechanism for the non-trivial influence of the normal force.
Enhancements to the classical rate-and-state models will be suggested shortly, introducing additional physical ingredients and leading to a very encouraging fit to the experimental results. Before considering in detail the different modelling assumptions, a brief discussion of the background to rate-and-state (RS) models is presented. This family of models was originally motivated by measurements by Dieterich (1979) on rock samples, which showed that in response to a sudden velocity jump the variation of the friction coefficient is characterised by a stress/force relaxation over some slip distance or characteristic timescale, before a new steady state is reached. This observation clearly called for the introduction of some kind of additional internal state variable(s) into the friction model, with an evolution law capturing the relaxation process.
The original realisation of RS models, introduced in the context of earthquake mechanics, is known as the Dieterich-Ruina law (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1980 Ruina, , 1983 and is defined by a friction force F of the form
Coulomb's law is assumed here (N denoting the constant normal force), but it could be relaxed if necessary, allowing a nonlinear relation between the friction force and the normal force, as some experiments have suggested (Aronov et al., 1984; Shimamoto, 1986; Linker and Dieterich, 1992; Bureau et al., 2006; Scheibert et al., 2008) . Eq. (3) is usually accompanied by one or other of the ad hoc empirical state evolution laws
/ , referred to as the Dieterich ageing law, or 4
/ ln / , referred to as the Ruina slip law. 5
In expressions (3)-(5), v denotes the slip rate of a frictional interface, subscripts "*" denote chosen reference values of the relevant variables, and a and b are dimensionless model parameters quantifying the rate-and-state deviation from classical Coulomb friction. The variable ϕ represents an internal state that can be thought as a measure of the resistance to slip of a frictional interface. It could have various possible physical interpretations , but it is most commonly described as the average lifetime of a population of interfacial asperity contacts (Dieterich, 1979; Baumberger and Caroli, 2006) . Parameter L is the so-called "memory length" of the frictional interface. Within the geophysical community, L is often assumed to be a material constant independent of the sliding velocity v. Such a characteristic length scale could define the slip distance required for the complete rejuvenation of the asperity contact population (Dieterich, 1979) . The original experiments of Dieterich, followed by Ruina, Baumberger and many others (e.g. Ruina, 1980 Ruina, , 1983 Heslot et al., 1994; Marone, 1998; Persson, 2000; Scholz, 2002) gave a memory length that was typically of the order of a few microns. Historically, the first demonstration of the importance of such a memory effect in sliding friction was given by Rabinowicz (1951 Rabinowicz ( , 1957 . Further evidence of the fact that friction depends not only on the instantaneous sliding velocity but also on the sliding history was later provided by Dieterich (1979) , and confirmed by others for a wide range of materials (e.g. Dieterich and Kilgore, 1994; Marone, 1998; Baumberger and Caroli, 2006; Persson, 2000) .
The Dieterich-Ruina laws (3)-(5) are phenomenological in nature and represent an attempt to close the gap between static and kinetic friction Baumberger et al., 1999; Rice et al., 2001; Persson et al., 2003; Putelat and Dawes, 2015) . The framework of RS models allows the unification of three important experimental observations: logarithmic time variation of static friction, the sliding memory effect already mentioned, and logarithmic velocity dependence of the steady-state friction force, that may be written as
The value μ * is chosen to be the reference value of μ ss at velocity V n . Eq. (6) is deduced from assuming that, in steady-state sliding, the interfacial state variable tends to the value
which satisfies either of the state evolution laws (4) or (5). Regardless of the exact mathematical expression for the frictional force (3) and the state evolution law (4) and (5), RS models can be more generally defined by a pair of equations of the form (see e.g. Rice et al., 2001) 
The state evolution Eq. (8) 2 could be vectorial if more than one internal variable is necessary (Ruina, 1983) , but that possibility is disregarded in this paper for simplicity. As stated above, RS models are phenomenological: the model coefficients and the functional forms are chosen to fit experimental results, without necessarily making explicit any relation between the physical properties of the tribosystem and the state variables or model parameters. Indeed, there is still no well-accepted and definite microphysical derivation based on first principles of mechanics. Nevertheless, constitutive laws of this general type have achieved a significant consensus, extending now beyond the scientific community of earthquake mechanics, and to date they seem to give the best way to mimic a variety of observed frictional behaviour ranging from microscale to large scale mechanical systems. Admittedly, this success is partly due to successive refinements of the state evolution law proposed over the last three decades (Ruina, 1983; Gu et al., 1984; Weeks, 1993; Heslot et al., 1994; Baumberger and Caroli, 2006; Putelat and Dawes, 2015) in order to fit different experimental datasets. Assessing which model has the largest application range is clearly one of the most challenging problems in this field, since large sets of different experimental data are required to perform any systematic discrimination among the models. Unfortunately, relevant literature is quite sparse.
That is precisely the task for the remainder of this paper: to move a significant step towards the long-term goal of identifying a general constitutive law able to give satisfactory predictions for a wide range of friction tests, based initially on the extensive data matrix for the nylon/glass experiments described in Section 2.2.2. Two major novelties of that test, compared to the bulk of previous literature, are the high sliding speed, and the frequency bandwidth extending into the kilohertz range. Both aspects are of direct interest in structural vibration problems such as brake squeal, but in the context of the broader question of model development and validation the main significance is that they provide an extension of empirical data into new regions of parameter space, and thus allow new aspects of candidate theories to be tested.
Frequency response function of classical rate-and-state models
The first step is to linearise (8) in order to deduce the corresponding frictional frequency response function β ω ( ). In the steady state condition, so that = v v 0 , the equilibrium interfacial state (Eq. (7)) leads to ϕ ( )= g v , 0
ss 0 , which means the time derivative of g is zero. Concurrently, the friction force curve is given by 
where, for example, f v , denotes the partial derivative of the function f with respect to v, evaluated at the steady-state operating point. Taking the Fourier transform and solving the state evolution law in the frequency domain then gives
Accordingly the frequency response function β ω ( ) of any basic RS friction model (8) ). This immediately shows that no rate-and-state law (8) can match measurements like those shown in Figs. 6 and 7: the Nyquist plots showed approximately circular traces, but the centres of the circles clearly do not lie on the real axis, and in some cases the circles straddle the real axis rather than being confined to one halfplane. Furthermore, since Coulomb's law has been assumed the dependence on normal force is simple proportionality.
The role of contact stiffness
A clue about how to proceed has been given by Bureau et al. (2000) : if a mechanical system exhibits high frequency oscillations with small amplitudes, elastic deformations near the interface may need to be taken into account. It was shown by Bureau et al. (2000) that in order to predict the amplitude of the first two harmonic components of the measured frictional shear response of a sliding mass, excited by a small modulation of the normal load with a given amplitude and a frequency of 120 Hz, it was necessary to compensate the slip rate for an interfacial shear stiffness. This suggests that it might be interesting to explore how to incorporate interfacial contact stiffness into an RS friction model: perhaps this might help explain the measurements of β ω ( ). The concept of "contact stiffness" is relevant to both normal and tangential motion near a region of contact. The story begins with the classical Hertz theory (see for example Johnson, 1985) , developed in the late 19th century. Hertz found a closed-form solution for the linear elastic deformation near the contact when an ellipsoidal solid is loaded against a halfplane, or equivalently when two crossed cylinders are loaded together. Given a normal force N, the linear elastic displacement is given by
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where the parameters E and R are composite values formed, respectively, from the elastic moduli and radii of curvature of the two surfaces in contact (see Johnson, 1985) . It can be seen that the elastic displacement δ varies as the 2/3 power of the applied load N. The linearised contact stiffness is found by differentiating δ with respect to N, evaluated at the nominal load, and taking its inverse (Johnson, 1985) . This suggests that the contact stiffness can be modelled by using a power law of the normal force N:
where for simple Hertzian contact, the exponent α = 1/3. Similar results can be obtained for the tangential elastic response when a shear stress is applied across the contact: the normal and tangential contact stiffnesses are generally of the same order of magnitude (Johnson, 1985) . However, this is by no means the whole story. It has been well known since Bowden and Tabor (1950) that the real area of contact between two sliding surfaces is usually far smaller than the apparent area of contact. The discrepancy is caused by surface roughness: true contact occurs only at the tips of interacting asperities. Since friction and interfacial stiffness processes take place around these asperity tips, the starting point for most tribological analysis is to characterise the surface roughness. Hertzian contact theory gives the behaviour around a single asperity tip, and Greenwood and Williamson (1966) incorporated this theory into a statistical model, usually referred to as the GW model. Combined with other assumptions, they modelled a rough surface with an ensemble of spherical asperities, with a Gaussian distribution of heights. The GW model predicts that the real area of contact will be proportional to the normal force: contact areas at individual asperities grow more slowly than this by Hertzian theory, but the area is augmented by additional asperities coming into contact. This proportionality is believed to be the explanation of Coulomb's law. GW theory also predicts that contact stiffness (normal or tangential) is approximately proportional to the normal load, so that α would be close to unity (Adams and Nosonovsky, 2000) .
Over the years, many refined and extended versions of the GW model have been proposed, which preserve the linear relationship between real contact area and normal load (for example Bush et al., 1975; McCool, 1986; Persson, 2001) . However, these models were all developed by considering only small normal loads. For higher load variations the linear relationship breaks down and deviations from Coulomb's law must be taken into account: eventually the "seizure load" is reached, where the asperities are squashed flat and the real area of contact becomes equal to the apparent area (Johnson, 1985) . Such variations have an influence on the contact stiffness.
In the current work, the power law assumption (14) will be investigated in Section 4, based on the measured data. The exponent α cannot be predicted a priori, it could range between 0 and 1: a simple linear spring gives α¼0, Hertz gives 1/3, simple rough-surface theory gives 1. An attempt is made in Section 4 to estimate values of α using the extensive results from the glass/nylon dynamic friction tests. It is worth mentioning that there is a familiar type of friction model which includes some allowance for contact stiffness, typified by the LuGre model (deWit et al., 1995) . It is important to note that this class of model is not relevant to the present study. Models of this type were developed in the context of position control, where the overall state of a frictional contact may be described as sticking or rolling, but where part of the contact footprint exhibits micro-slip (see for example Johnson, 1985) . Under those circumstances, the "stiffness" and "frictional" parts of the contact stress distribution act in parallel. By contrast, the measurements under discussion here were obtained under conditions of full sliding at all times. As will now be explained, under those conditions the "stiffness" and "frictional" components act in series, leading to significantly different dynamic response.
Frequency response function of enhanced rate-and-state models
The way that contact stiffness may influence the dynamic friction measurements is illustrated schematically in Fig. 10 . In the measurement rig the sensors measuring force and velocity are placed as near to the contact zone as possible, but of course they cannot be exactly on the interface. The measured velocity, on the inner block (see Fig. 2 ), may differ slightly from the actual dynamic perturbation of slip rate on the interface because of two effects: the tangential contact stiffness determined by deformation of the asperities, as just discussed, and bulk shear deformation of the pin sample. These are represented in Fig. 10 by two springs in series: a stiffness k i for the asperities, and another stiffness k b for the bulk deformation of the pin. It is important to keep in mind that the goal of this paper is to find a model that matches the measurements, including any necessary imperfections in instrumentation: philosophical debates about whether a friction model "should" include these stiffness effects are not relevant here.
In Bureau et al. (2000) the rate-dependent term of an RS model (the equivalent of the function f in Eq. (8)) was modified by introducing a stiffness parameter analogous to k i to characterise the shear deformation of the asperities within the interfacial contact region. To generalise this kind of model for further application requires some care: it is not immediately clear whether the two stiffnesses k i and k b play separate roles in any way, and it is also not clear whether some allowance for contact stiffness should also be included in the function g, in the evolution law for the state variable. These will be treated as empirical questions: models will be formulated representing different possibilities, and they will all be tested against the set of measurement data to see which perform best.
A natural way to introduce an interfacial shear stiffness within rate-and-state friction models is suggested by the sketch in Fig. 10 : use an additive decomposition of the strain rate between elastic and "frictional" contributions as is done for a "Maxwell material". This suggests decomposing the slip rate into a sum
where the elastic contribution to the slip rate is simply proportional to the stress rate, so that =v F k / e i , while the explicit frictional contribution is expected to be a nonlinear function of the friction force v f (F). Then inverting this latter would lead to a Maxwell combined rate-and-state constitutive model of friction force having the form
i If in addition there is some bulk shear deformation between the pin-on-disc contact point and the measurement point of the velocity, the interfacial slip rate is given by
whereẏ denotes the velocity as measured. Combining the last two expressions leads to the effective rate-and-state friction model
where the composite tangential stiffness k t is given by the resultant of the two springs in series:
The corresponding frequency response function then reads
where β rs is given by (11). Eq. (20) will be called the "compliant pin and interface model" (CPI). Two further models can be obtained by taking two different limits: → ∞ k b or → ∞ k i . The first limit only accounts for the interface compliance due to the asperities, assuming that the pin is rigid enough to identify the velocity of the measurement point with the velocity of the contact point. It yields
which will be referred to as the CI (compliant interface) model. The second limit neglects the elastic contribution of asperity deformation, but keeps the bulk compliance of the pin. The corresponding frequency response function is
rs rs and will be referred to as the CP (compliant pin) model. Exploring the limiting behaviour of the proposed models gives some useful information about their prediction performance. For example, expressions (20)-(22) all lead to similar asymptotic behaviour at low and high frequency. As would be expected from the definition of the frictional frequency response, the low frequency limit simply tracks the slope of the steady-sliding friction curve
The low-frequency end of the β curves therefore always lies on the real axis in the Nyquist representation. For classical RS models, ′ f ss depends on the difference ( − ) a b : for velocity weakening of the friction curve ( < ) a b , the limit of the Nyquist plot is located on the positive side of the real axis; for velocity strengthening ( > )
a b it appears on the negative side. The value of the slope coefficient ( − ) a b v / for the steady-state friction curve given by classical Dieterich-Ruina models (6) can be obtained by extrapolating the graph of β (| | ) N Re / as ω → 0 in a log-log plot. In general, such information would also show any departure from Coulomb's law for data obtained with different normal loads N if the results were not to collapse onto a single curve. Expressions (20)-(22) show that the different possible elastic corrections of rate-and-state models can be disregarded for frequencies such that
or in other words, when the frictional Deborah number
At high frequency, the frequency response function is independent on the friction law as β ω ω ( ) ∼ − ( ) ( ) k i / : 26 t the asymptotic force fluctuation is purely elastic, with stiffness k t (becoming k i or k b in the two limiting models). Again, a log-log plot of β ( ) Im can be very instructive: it should show a straight line of slope −1, from which the stiffness can be deduced directly. If the stiffness is normal load dependent, as suggested by Eq. (14), that should emerge directly from the plot.
These asymptotic limits can be illustrated using the experimental data shown previously in Figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 11 shows log-log plots of the real (Fig. 11a ) and imaginary ( Fig. 11b ) parts of β ω ( ), for different normal loads and for different sliding speeds, respectively. When the frequency goes to zero the real parts of the different measurements (all obtained at the same sliding speed) roughly collapse to a single line, broadly as just discussed. Somewhat less convincingly, when the frequency β ω ( ( )) Im measured at different sliding speeds with a fixed normal load of 20 N.
tends to infinity the imaginary plot perhaps shows the different β ω ( ) functions converging asymptotically towards inclined straight lines, but in the frequency range shown here they do not all appear to have the same slope.
Enhanced non-monotonic Dieterich-Ruina laws
One limitation of the extended RS models presented so far is the assumption that the steady-state velocity dependence of the frictional force is monotonic. Although the current experimental observations showed monotonic velocitystrengthening behaviour over the speed range studied, other experimental results in the literature suggest that many tribological systems exhibit non-monotonic variation of the friction coefficient when studied over a wider range of speeds. This implies the possibility of crossovers between velocity-weakening and velocity-strengthening frictional force regimes, at least for some material combinations and conditions. In the simplest form, the frictional force decreases for a low-speed regime and increases when operating with higher velocities. However, in a more complicated case the steady-state friction μ ss might show a "spinodal" (i.e. N-shaped) dependence: velocity-strengthening branches at low and high velocities and velocity-weakening behaviour over a range of intermediate speeds (Putelat and Dawes, 2015) .
As shown in Putelat et al. (2010) , a straightforward way to reproduce the simplest case of non-monotonic behaviour of the friction force is to introduce a small constant c in Eq. (3), leading to
The parameter c is introduced in order to give a residual strength to the interface at very high slip rates, when the interfacial state is supposed to have no influence on the friction force since ϕ ≈ 0. The effect is to produce logarithmic velocitystrengthening at high velocity (Putelat et al., 2010) . It may be mentioned that the constant c is related to the concept of transition or cut-off velocity V c introduced by Weeks (1993) in order to simulate high-velocity strengthening: = * V V c / c . Another common feature of traditional RS models, which may be challenged if a more general form is wanted, regards the interpretation of the memory length-scale L in the state evolution law. As described before, the Dieterich-Ruina law was originally formulated on the assumption that the interfacial state relaxes on a characteristic length-scale L, which is the distance over which the interface must slip before the effect of past variations in velocity on the current asperity population is lost. Such a characteristic length-scale would perhaps be independent of sliding velocity, and indeed it is often supposed to be a sort of "universal constant" in the fault mechanics community. This viewpoint has been called into question by Putelat et al., 2011; Putelat and Dawes, 2015 , who introduced a relaxation time-scale t ϕ rather than the length-scale L.
Of course, t ϕ could be assumed to be simply a constant time, or it could be velocity dependent. For instance, a possible choice to fit the pattern provided by the Dieterich-Ruina laws is ≡ ϕ t L v / , in which case L is indeed the classical constant memory length. Following the argument of Putelat et al. (2011) , it is possible to formulate a rather generic state evolution law as follows:
where the relaxation timescale t ϕ and the equilibrium state ϕ ss are functions of the instantaneous interfacial slip rate v, and possibly of other variables like temperature or normal stress, a case which is disregarded here for simplicity. Then, the classical Dieterich-Ruina model (3) and (4) Several candidate models have been proposed, and for the sake of clarity it is useful to present a short summary to orient the reader in preparation for a systematic attempt to discriminate between them based on the experimental results. The sets of monotonic and non-monotonic RS models to be considered are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Each model appears in two variants, flagged by a final digit 1 or 2, depending on whether L or t ϕ is used as the fitting variable. This distinction will make a difference when multiple datasets are to be fitted with a single model. The list of parameters to be fitted is as follows: for monotonic RS models with c ¼0 (Table 1) 
and t ϕ or L; for non-monotonic RS models with ≠ c 0 (Table 2) there is the same list plus the cut-off velocity V c . For both subgroups of models the stiffness parameter k b i , may be expressed as a power-law function of the normal load (14), in which case κ b i , and α b i , are further two fitting parameters. It is worth noting a general point about all these models. Because of the power-law function, the normal force N appears differently in the expressions for the "friction" and "stiffness" terms. Therefore, non-trivial variation of β ω ( ) with N can be expected to arise quite naturally: whether it is the right type of variation to match the measurements can now be explored.
Model fitting methodology
Any individual measurement of β ω ( ) can be best-fitted to a chosen model from the candidate set by minimising the cost function
min max which is simply the sum over all frequencies of the squared difference between the experimental data β ω ( ) exp for normal force j and sliding speed i and the corresponding theoretical prediction β ω Φ *( )
, . The vector Φ contains the fitting parameters. The minimisation will be performed here either using an unconstrained non-linear optimisation algorithm, specifically the Matlab routine "fminsearch" (which implements the Nelder-Mead method, well-known for its simplicity and low storage needs), or, when necessary, a constrained non-linear algorithm such as the one provided by the Matlab routine "fmincon". The latter is a gradient-based optimiser.
Remarkably, the result is that an entirely satisfactory fit can be found for any individual test and any chosen model from the set, in the sense that the disparity between model and measurement can always be made to lie within the noise bounds of the measurement. Examples will be shown shortly. There are two consequences of this successful fitting. First, it suggests that the inclusion of contact stiffness into the model, in one way or another, is indeed a promising way forward. But second, it shows that no single measurement gives enough information to discriminate between the candidate models: it will be necessary to make use of the full data matrix. This requires some care over the design of a fitting methodology. 
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As a first step, it is helpful to show a sensitivity analysis of the different fitting parameters. This highlights the relative importance of each model parameter, and provides useful information to interpret the fitting results. The metric used is the relative sensitivity of β ω ( ) to a given parameter X i according to RS model j, as a function of frequency:
To compute this metric, each single variable was independently perturbed by a small amount, in this case þ5%. The reference values of the model parameters were chosen by fitting to a particular nylon/glass experimental curve obtained with a normal force ≈ N 30 N 0 and a speed = v 2 mm/s 0 . Results are shown in Fig. 12 . It is apparent that the pattern of sensitivities shares common features over the different models. At high frequencies, the stiffnesses k i b , have the most pronounced effect on β ω ( ). At low frequencies, the friction parameters a, b and V c dominate. It also appears that β ω ( ) weakly depends on the partial derivative of the state variable at steady-state sliding, ϕ g , . It is useful to give a preliminary view of how the most significant parameters, namely a, b and the stiffness k i b , , influence the general form of the frictional frequency response function. Since all the models are affected in a broadly similar way, only the first model CI1 is used for illustrative purposes. Fig. 13 shows how the Nyquist plot of β ω ( ) varies when the reference values of a, b and k i are increased by 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%. The three parameters induce different kinds of change in the shape of the plots, all of which can be recognised as ingredients of the experimental results. 
. Normal force variation and contact stiffness identification
Detailed results will now be shown for the measurements using a nylon pin and glass disc, since this represents the most complete set of data for different normal forces and sliding speeds. For the purpose of model fitting and discrimination, only the measurements for the sliding speed range 1-10 mm/s are used. The reason for this restriction to lower speeds is simply that the frictional frequency response function estimated for higher speeds becomes noisier and more prone to show rig artefacts. Some stages of the fitting methodology involve simultaneous fitting of multiple experimental results, in which case the appropriate cost function is obtained by summing the relevant versions of Eq. (32).
The first stage is to examine the contact stiffness and see whether it does indeed follow a power-law function as suggested in (14). If so, it is intuitively clear that the exponent α has to be treated somewhat differently from the other fitting parameters, because it cannot be fitted to any single test; it requires data at multiple normal loads. At the same time, a second question can be addressed: is it possible to discriminate between the different types of stiffness, i.e. interfacial, bulk or both? Two fitting approaches are explored to address these questions:
1. The first approach consists in fitting each single β ω ( ) measurement by using the effective stiffness k b i , as a fitting parameter rather than the power-law expression. By following this route, the fitting will provide a set of stiffness values for different sliding speeds and normal forces. A log-log plot of the identified stiffness against the normal force, for each different sliding speed, can then reveal directly whether a power law is appropriate. 2. The second approach assumes the power-law dependence of stiffness on normal force, and works by running the optimisation row-wise along the data matrix: at each single speed, each candidate model is fitted to a set of five β ω ( ) measurements collected under different normal forces, to estimate values of the scale factor κ b i , and the exponent α b i , in Eq. (14).
First, it is useful to investigate whether or not the measured data makes it possible to discriminate between the two different types of stiffness, or if it is preferable to use a model based on only one stiffness component (i.e. k i or k b ). This discussion represents a first step in the process of discrimination among the models listed in Tables 1 and 2. Four out of the 12 candidate models listed there involve two separate stiffnesses. For the sake of brevity, results are shown only for model CPI2: similar behaviour was seen for models CPI1, ECPI1 and ECPI2. Fig. 14a and b shows the pattern of variation of the cost functions extracted from the two approaches described above. The results in Fig. 14a were calculated by taking the identified values of a, b and ϕ t referred to a particular β ω ( ) curve having a sliding speed of 1 mm/s and a normal force around 20 N. The two stiffness values were varied over ranges covering the identified minimum point, and the cost function calculated for each combination. The red cross in Fig. 14a marks the identified minimum, which can be seen to lie in a narrow valley in this parameter subspace. The contours of the cost function follow an approximately hyperbolic shape, and furthermore these can be seen to follow reasonably closely the contour lines of k t , overlaid on the plot. This immediately demonstrates that the optimisation procedure can only be expected to identify k t , rather than to provide any reliable distinction between the interfacial and bulk compliances. Similar behaviour can be observed in Fig. 14b , calculated using the identified values of a, b, ϕ t , κ i and κ b using five β ω ( ) measurements with different normal forces, all having a sliding speed of 2 mm/s. Again it is clear that the minimum lies in a narrow valley, so that no reliable distinction can be drawn between the two different α parameters.
These results strongly suggest that the CPI and ECPI models cannot be reliably fitted by using the current experimental data for model parameter identification. In addition, Fig. 14a has shown that the cost function varies very little along the k t contour lines. This means that if a single stiffness parameter is used, as in the CI and CP models, the fitted value tends to represent the combined elastic contribution rather than the specific shear compliance of the interface or the bulk stiffness of the pin, even though in the model development separate notations k i and k b were used. From here on, the fitted contact stiffness will be regarded as giving a value of k t rather than trying to make any distinction between an interfacial and bulk stiffness. Whether or not the tangential contact stiffness k t needs to be introduced in the state evolution law, as described in model CP, will be discussed later.
Having excluded models CPI and ECPI from consideration, the models that remain all feature a single contact stiffness. As mentioned above, the first approach consisted in fitting a value of this stiffness to each β ω ( ) curve independently. Fig. 15 shows these identified values on a log-log plot against the normal load, separately for each sliding speed. Values are plotted for all the fitted models, but they cluster tightly in the plots: this shows that regardless of the type of model used, the fitting process leads to similar values of stiffness for each β ω ( ) measurement. It is immediately clear that for lower sliding speeds the points lie close to a straight line in each case, suggesting that power-law dependence on normal load is indeed a good approximation to the observed behaviour. At higher sliding speeds, though, the results deviate from straight-line behaviour at lower values of normal force. To interpret this deviation, it is necessary to take account of the uncertainty of each identified stiffness parameter. This uncertainty was estimated by running the optimisation for contact stiffness again, artificially forcing it to converge to a value resulting in an error 5% bigger than the minimum found before. The change of the identified stiffness was used to plot error bars around the points in Fig. 15 . It can be seen that the values which deviate most strongly from the straight-line trends also have the largest error bars: this is mainly a result of the noisier nature of the associated experimental data.
Each subplot contains three straight lines, whose slopes and intercepts give the exponents α and the stiffness scale factors κ for the corresponding power law. The solid red line has a fixed slope equal to 0.349, corresponding to the value obtained from a global fit to the entire matrix of fitted stiffness values. Interestingly, this value of α is close to that predicted for an ideal Hertzian contact. The dashed blue lines have a different slope for each sliding speed. These different slopes reflect the identified values of α obtained by performing the second optimisation approach. For low sliding speeds, the dashed and solid lines agree quite closely. For the higher speeds, the dashed lines represent a kind of compromise fit to data Fig. 15 . Log-log plots of the identified stiffness values against the normal force for each sliding speed. Points are plotted for every model, but the values are so similar that they can scarcely be distinguished. The dashed blue straight lines define the power-law obtained from the row-wise fitting; note that there are two rows for each sliding speed, during the ascending and descending sequence of runs. The solid red straight line indicates the power-law identified from the global fit (see text). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) that does not really follow a power law variation. Taken at face value, these dashed lines would suggest that α should be a function of sliding speed. However, as has already been pointed out, the pattern of error estimates in the fitted values suggests that such an interpretation should be treated with caution. Notice that even for these higher sliding speeds, the solid line continues to fit well for the data points with low error. Fig. 16a collects the fitted stiffnesses into a 3D surface plot against sliding speed and normal force. It also includes, as the shadowed surface, the global fit with κ = × 2.7 10 t 5 and α = 0.349 t . Fig. 16b shows the error estimates in a similar format, expressed as a percentage of the base value. These plots show very clearly that the global fit works well over most of the parameter space, but that the results deviate in one corner where speed is high and force is low. The errors increase dramatically in the same corner. However, it is by no means clear that these rising errors justify ignoring the anomalous behaviour entirely: the stiffness results do not simply become more random in this corner: there is a systematic tendency to increase. This observation suggests that further work is called for, but the issue will not be pursued here because the present set of measurements cannot give a clear resolution. For the purposes of fitting other parameters in the following Sections, the global fit to contact stiffness represented by the shadowed surface in Fig. 16a is used.
Full-matrix fitting and model parameter identification
The next stage is to use the entire data matrix to explore the relatively subtle differences between the remaining proposed models, and decide if there is a clear best choice among them. Now that the contact stiffness has been characterised, the remained parameters can be estimated by fitting each measured response independently. Each of these fitted models can then be used to predict the entire data matrix, and the cost function obtained by summing all the versions of Eq. (32) for the full matrix can be calculated. The results can be used to address some key questions:
1. Is it preferable to model the relaxation of the internal states using a fixed time scale ϕ t or a fixed length scale L? 2. Are the (slightly more complicated) non-monotonic RS models necessary to fit the current experimental data? 3. Should the contact stiffness be introduced in the state evolution law as well as in the friction law?
The first question can be tackled simply by plotting the parameter values for L and t ϕ obtained from fitting each β ω ( ) measurement. As shown in Fig. 17a , the memory length L appears to be linearly dependent on the sliding speed v 0 , regardless of the model. Conversely, the fitted relaxation time-scale t ϕ seems to be rather constant (Fig. 17b ), apparently independent of the velocity. In both plots the scatter of the results is mostly due to the presence of noise in the experimental data. A few outliers can be seen at low speeds, which are linked to two "noisier" β ω ( ) measurements obtained at 10 and 40 N. The red circles mark the data-points related to cases that showed a significant deviation from the global fit of contact stiffness (i.e. β ω ( ) measured around 10 N and sliding speeds higher than 4 mm/s). These results clearly suggest that, for the present material combination, the relaxation process of the internal state variable can be well modelled using a fixed timescale. The median value of t ϕ is 0.67 ms, and the sensitivity analysis in Fig. 12 suggests that the quality of the prediction would not be much changed by varying that value within the range 0.5-1.5 ms seen in Fig. 17b .
This conclusion challenges the assumption of a constant memory length, mentioned in Section 3.5 and commonly used in geophysical problems. It is not suggested here that the geophysical models are wrong: their materials are different (crystalline rather than polymeric) and the sliding speeds used in their experiments were much lower then the ones used in the current work. However, it might be interesting to test such materials in a similar experiment to the one described here, since the present methodology offers an alternative perspective on this question.
To begin addressing the second listed question, a useful consistency check between model behaviour and the observed experimental data can be performed by inspecting the fitted parameters a, b and V c . Since the measured steady friction force exhibits a velocity strengthening nature, the analysis from earlier Sections gives rise to the following expectations:
For the monotonic RS models, > a b.
For the non-monotonic RS models, < a b since the presence of V c produces a sign change.
It should be noted that these two alternatives may have physical significance: geologists have observed cases for which the sign of − a b, i.e. the slope of the friction curve μ ( ) v ss 0 , can change as a function of temperature (Brace, 1972; Stesky et al., 1974; Scholz, 1998) . Such a change can strongly influence the spatio-temporal complexity of frictional slip along faults and consequently the earthquake and stick-slip dynamics (Rice, 1993) . Changes of monotonicity of the friction curve have also been observed in a range of other materials (e.g. Grosch, 1963; Shimamoto, 1986; Kilgore et al., 1993; Weeks, 1993; Heslot et al., 1994; Estrin and Brechet, 1996; Tsutsumi and Shimamoto, 1997; Bar-Sinai et al., 2014) .
The histograms in Fig. 18 confirm that both types of model give rise to the expected combination of model parameters a and b. For the monotonic models, the parameters a and b show relatively tight distributions around mean values of 0.02 and 0.009, respectively. The non-monotonic models yield a similarly tight distribution for a, but the distribution for b, while giving consistently higher values than that for a, is much more broad and ill-defined. It should be mentioned that the "occurrence" numbers for the non-monotonic models are higher because more optimisation runs were performed, using many different starting values of the model parameter V c . This proved to be necessary because, in contrast to what was found for the other parameters, a change of the starting value for the cut-off velocity often led to a different result.
In light of this it is interesting to observe what range of V c values the different non-monotonic models suggest, bearing in mind that the direct measurements of mean friction force do not apparently exhibit any transition from velocity-weakening to velocity-strengthening in the sliding speed range studied. The distribution of the fitted parameter V c for all the nonmonotonic RS models is shown in Fig. 19 . The distribution is concentrated at low sliding speeds, < v 2 mm/s 0 , with the peak around speed 0.8 mm/s. As a physical check on these fitting results some additional sliding contact runs were performed at a fixed normal force around 30 N, at low sliding speeds down to a minimum value of 0.1 mm/s. For these low-speed runs only the steady-state coefficient of friction μ ss was measured: for disc speeds lower than 1 mm/s, the present rig configuration makes it hard to avoid reversals in the velocity of the pin during dynamic testing, preventing a meaningful measurement of β ω ( ). The results are plotted in Fig. 19 . The values are quite scattered, but the estimated μ ss appears to change from velocity-weakening behaviour at speeds lower than about 0.4 mm/s to velocity-strengthening behaviour at higher speeds. This experimental evidence should only be regarded as a preliminary consistency check, but the approximate agreement is very encouraging. In order to validate the non-monotonic RS models in a more definitive way, it is likely that different types of dynamic friction measurements will be necessary. It can be noted that the sensitivity analysis in Fig. 12 suggests that a change of the cut-off velocity V c affects the prediction behaviour only slightly, predominantly at low frequencies.
The second of the listed questions can now be addressed. It has already been seen that the fitted model parameters a and b are more tightly distributed around mean values for the monotonic RS models than for the non-monotonic models. A more general comparison of the two families of models can now be carried out, as mentioned earlier. The eight remaining models have been independently fitted to the 60 β ω ( ) curves separately, and simulations run for each fit in order to predict the whole data matrix. For every model it is then possible to estimate the normalised Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion (SBIC):
in which σ err 2 is the error variance between the model predictions and the whole experimental data matrix, n is the number of observations used to compute the error vector and p is the number of fitted parameters. The SBIC quantifies the goodness of fit per simulation (Wei, 2006) . The last term in (34) is a penalty function that takes into account the number of fitting parameters. Models with low values of SBIC should be preferred to other models. Fig. 20 summarises some statistical information about the estimated SBIC indices, produced using the Matlab function "boxplot". The ends of the rectangles show the 25th and 75th percentiles of the distribution, and the central lines indicate the median. The vertical dashed lines are used by "boxplot" to identify outliers, indicated by the isolated dots.
In terms of the medians, it is immediately evident that all the monotonic RS models (the first four) exhibit a better prediction performance than the non-monotonic models. This seems to give a clear answer to the second question raised above. The results also suggest an answer to the third question: based on the prediction results, model CI2 stands out as the most suitable model for the current set of experimental data. Summarising, model CI2 is a monotonic model, that includes the contact stiffness only in the friction term of the RS model (not in the state evolution law).
The final challenge is to see if this "best" model can really give acceptable predictions for the whole data matrix, capturing the dependence on normal force and sliding speed. The distributions of identified model parameters a, b and ϕ t shown in Figs. 17b and 18a give a promising clue. All three parameters show a confined and almost uniform distribution around their mean values, and in addition no clear correlation was found between these parameters and the sliding speed or normal force. This suggests that a single set of such parameters might be good enough, at least for this specific material combination. In this context, previous studies on RS models by geologists (Scholz, 1998) have already suggested that the parameters a and b are likely to have a material-dependent nature.
A global fit of model CI2 was carried out, using as experimental reference the upper part of the data matrix, which corresponds to the β ω ( ) measurements done by increasing the sliding speed. This produced the following set of model parameters: a¼0.0196, b ¼0.0094 and = ϕ t 0.00075. These are reassuringly close to the mean values estimated before. Each case can then be simulated using the appropriate measured sliding speeds and normal forces. Fig. 21 shows the quality of the resulting predictions for five subsets of data, clustered for similar normal forces. Each Nyquist plot contains the experimental data, a red solid curve that shows the prediction of the global model, and a dashed blue line that corresponds to the individual best fit of each experimental curve.
It can be seen that in most cases the global fit gives remarkable agreement with the measured β ω ( ), and usually lies very near the individual fit to that particular measurement. The model seems to catch the changes produced by varying the normal force and the velocity of the sliding contact quite naturally: the amplitude of the Nyquist segments increases as the normal force increases from 10 to 50 N, and for higher sliding speeds the Nyquist circles rotate somewhat in the counterclockwise sense.
In order to quantify the accuracy of prediction, a normalised version of Eq. (32) was used. The resulting values are plotted over the parameter space of the measurements in Fig. 21(f) . It can be seen that most of the experimental data is well reproduced by the global model CI2. However, it was not possible to get a satisfactory match for the subset of β ω ( ) curves obtained with a fixed normal force at 10 N, as indeed can be seen in Fig. 21(e) . This departure from otherwise excellent agreement is not currently understood. That data set was noisier, and it has also been shown earlier that the same subset of data strongly deviates from the global power-law fit for contact stiffness (see Fig. 15 ). However, this may not be the full explanation for the deviation between prediction and measurement here. 
Results for polycarbonate/glass
The proposed model has been shown to work well for the particular material combination of nylon against glass. This combination was chosen principally on pragmatic grounds; readily available materials, easy to use in this particular rig, and not showing much tendency for self-excited "squeal" under the conditions tested. But it cannot be claimed that this combination has any very great technological significance in terms of friction testing. In order to start the process of exploring the applicability of the model to other materials and conditions, some preliminary results can be shown for a different combination, a polycarbonate pin on a glass disc.
As already mentioned in Section 2.2.3, because of the more pronounced wear process which characterised the polycarbonate pin and the consequent appearance of self-excited squeal, only two series of runs were performed having fixed normal forces of 10 N and 20 N, respectively. Given the limited nature of the available data, only the most representative fitting results obtained using model CI2 are illustrated here, although all the proposed models were also investigated. However, it was not possible to follow exactly the fitting methodology described above, because the contact stiffness could not be fully characterised with only two subsets of measured data. Therefore, the adopted fitting parameters are: a, b, ϕ t and k t . The experimental curves were first fitted independently, and then combined fittings for each series of data were performed. Fig. 22 shows the results obtained for the first subset of experimental curves with different sliding speeds (1-2-4-6-8 mm/s) and a constant normal force around 10 N. In a similar format to Fig. 21 , the dashed blue line indicates the single fit of each β ω ( ) curve and the solid red line shows the single fit to the combined subset of data. The results show behaviour that is, in general terms, very similar to what was seen for nylon and glass. Again, remarkable agreement between the model and the experimental curves is seen. The different mechanisms triggered by a change of sliding speed, which are a decrease in amplitude and a slight counterclockwise rotation of the Nyquist circles as velocity increases, seem to be well reproduced by the proposed model. The parameter values obtained by performing a single fit for the entire subset of data are: a ¼0.021, b¼0.012, = . The first three are quite close to the ones identified for the Nylon pin. The second subset of data, obtained with normal force 20 N, was more problematic, as described earlier: the mean friction force grew during the measurement series, and by the end the rig began to squeal spontaneously. In the light of this, it was a pleasant surprise to find that the dynamic measurements could still be matched reasonably well by the same model, although in order to achieve this a somewhat different set of parameter values was necessary: a ¼0.029, b¼0.016, = ϕ t 0.0012 s and = × k 5.2 10 N/m t 5
. This seems to be another example of the robustness and stability of β ω ( ) measurements, compared to the more familiar "twitchiness" of steady friction measurements. The results are generally similar to those shown in Fig. 22 and are not reproduced here. The most likely reasons for the changed parameter values involve the pronounced wear process during the second test series, and a probable difference in the nature of the film transferred to the glass. There is also the fact that the contact stiffness could not be fully characterised. At this stage, nothing further can usefully be said about this material combination apart from underlining again the goodness of fit to the proposed model.
Discussion and conclusions
In earlier work it was argued that to characterise a frictional interface in a form appropriate to the prediction of self-excited vibration such a brake squeal, a novel measurement was required. Specifically, if linearised theory is to be used to predict the threshold of instability, and associated unstable frequencies, then a linearised description of sliding friction is needed. It takes the form of a frequency response function, which encapsulates the amplitude and phase of the force perturbation in response to a small fluctuation in sliding speed at a given frequency. Some preliminary measurements of this frictional frequency response were shown: they revealed that it is indeed a complex and frequency-varying function.
In a second paper , attempts were made to compare these measurements with the predictions of some models for dynamic friction taken from the literature. None of the models tested were able to give even qualitative agreement with the measurements, and this left a puzzle. The work presented here proposes a solution to this puzzle. A model has been presented which, at least for two particular material combinations involving a polymer in contact with a glass disc, gives very satisfactory agreement with measurements. This model is based on the family of "rate and state" models, developed initially in the context of rock mechanics but later applied to many other materials; the crucial extension of these models for the present purpose involves taking contact stiffness into account. Contact stiffness is known to be important in other contexts such as frictional dampers and the position control of mechanical actuators, but there is very little existing literature in which it is studied in connection with rate-and-state models for sliding friction (Berthoud and Baumberger, 1998; Bureau et al., 2000; Bouchbinder et al., 2011) .
A brief overview was presented of a general framework for rate-and-state models, within which a number of commonly used models can be placed. The physical background for contact stiffness was discussed, and a number of related models were proposed to allow contact stiffness to be incorporated into the rate-and-state framework. A methodology was then developed to make systematic use of a new body of experimental measurements to test these models, to discriminate between them, and finally to identify the best candidate model from the set. This chosen model was shown to match the experimental results well, including catching in a natural way the variation with imposed changes in sliding speed and normal force. Both these parameters had previously been shown to make non-trivial changes to the magnitude and functional form of the frictional frequency response.
To allow these model investigations, a more extensive set of experimental measurements was needed than those published in the earlier study. For the case of a nylon pin in contact with a glass disc, a full matrix of data was collected with a chosen set of sliding speeds and normal forces. Similar measurements were attempted with a polycarbonate pin against the glass disc, but in this case only a limited number of tests were possible before significant changes took place in the contacting surfaces: probably because of thermal effects, the mean coefficient of friction rose to very high levels, after which the rig exhibited spontaneous squeal-like vibration. Nevertheless, such measurement as could be made were found to agree well with the same dynamic model, with parameter values quite similar to the case of nylon.
The difficulties encountered with the polycarbonate measurements serve to highlight an important general observation. Friction measurement is notoriously "twitchy": it is hard to get repeatable results, and apparently small changes (for example in surface contamination) can have large effects. The growth in mean friction for the polycarbonate was a fairly typical example of the difficulties encountered in such measurements. Strikingly, the dynamic frictional frequency response function seem to be far more robust and repeatable. This has now been shown experimentally in several different ways. This robustness could be rather good news for the prospects of squeal prediction. At least provisionally, it appears that the quantity required for squeal prediction is quite reproducible and consistent, to a degree that is quite unfamiliar to those accustomed to tribological measurement.
There is a corollary to this observation. Far and away the most common tribological tests, as applied to such things as brake lining materials, involve measuring the friction force during steady sliding. This is the context of the familiar "twitchiness" of measurements. Speed, normal load, and environmental and material factors may be varied between tests, but all such measurements are fundamentally at zero frequency in the language of the frequency response function investigated here. Furthermore, those involved in designing braking systems often try to infer the dynamic properties needed for squeal prediction from such zero-frequency tests. The results presented here demonstrate that this approach is fundamentally flawed. Squeal commonly occurs at frequencies of hundreds or thousands of Hz, and successful prediction requires as input the interface properties appropriate to that frequency range. What has been shown in the earlier work and again here is that any connection between friction behaviour at high frequency and at zero frequency is a best tenuous. This is not merely a question of slight differences of parameter values: there seems to be a rather deep difference in the underlying physics between the two cases, leading to the strikingly better repeatability of the high-frequency behaviour.
The frictional frequency response, as measured here, thus has direct technological utility. However, it has also been shown here that it gives a powerful tool for scientific investigation of friction. The measurement give a new and rich source of information about the underlying constitutive model governing frictional behaviour. That information has been used here to discriminate successfully between proposed models which differ only in relatively subtle ways. Of course, it may turn out that when other material combinations are tested they will not all follow the particular model which has worked well for the tests here, but the methodology set out here could be applied again in such cases to track down what additional ingredients an improved model might require.
The particular model presented here highlights the importance of contact stiffness to the high-frequency dynamics of an interface. However, it should be noted that the physical interpretation of this stiffness needs some care. In the experimental rig, the sensors for force and velocity are placed as close as possible to the sliding interface, but inevitably they cannot be exactly on the interface. The "contact stiffness" deduced by fitting to the measured results includes any physical effects that are relevant to the signals from those sensors. As well as "true" contact effects from, for example, the shear stiffness of the interacting surface asperities, there may be a contribution from bulk stiffness of whatever structure lies between the contact zone and the sensors. It might in principle be possible to discriminate between such contributions directly from measured data, but it has been shown that for the particular tests reported here no such discrimination is justified: the sensitivity to the relevant parameters is simply too low. Instead, an "Occam's razor" argument has been used, to select the most parsimonious model that is consistent with all the measurements within the limits set by their intrinsic noise.
Several directions of future work are suggested by the results discussed here. At a purely experimental level, there would be obvious benefits to testing a wide variety of materials in the experimental rig. This would help to map out how widely the particular model proposed here can be applied. In order to do such tests, it will probably be necessary to enhance the apparatus and procedures to get round the difficulties encountered when polycarbonate was tested: this measurement relies on remaining in the linearised regime, and if self-excited vibration is spontaneously generated by the rig, that assumption is immediately invalidated.
Another line of future investigation would involve developing the analysis and measurement methodology from localised frictional contact to the more important case of extended contact. This would be directly relevant to vehicle braking systems, and would also relate to tests frequently performed in experimental seismology, by the use of an array of strain gauges and accelerometers placed near a sliding interface.
If it does turn out that this model, or a close relative, has wide applicability, that raises further possibilities. If one were confident ahead of time of the form of the underlying constitutive model, the goal of testing would become the more restricted one of estimating parameter values. It is possible that a less elaborate measurement method could be developed to satisfy that goal: perhaps something that is more readily implemented using existing commercial tribological test equipment. Equally, there would be obvious interest in developing ways to incorporate this model into commercial software for squeal prediction and related vibration calculations: there seems to be no reason in principle why this model should not be implemented in a Finite Element context.
